This crisp, light brew runs through the veins of historical
American beer culture. Sessionability, mild floral hop
character, pale straw color, and sparkling presentation give this
beer true American form. Pair with our Grilled Salmon Salad.
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This German style wheat beer features banana and clove
esters, refreshing tartness on the palate, and wondrous summer
drinkability. Pair with our Squash Salad.
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Our traditional German Hefeweizen is brewed with Apricots,
yielding a tart citrus finish for a wonderfully refreshing
summer brew.
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Toasty caramel malts play the lead in this effervescent
symphony. This copper-hued amber features a fine balance of
semi-sweet caramel character and mild citrus hop notes. Valve
3 is named after the infamous brewhouse valve #3, to which we
lost our first batch of amber. Pair Valve 3 with our Pulled Pork
Sandwich.
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Mosaic leads the way on this West-Coast style IPA, with
Chinook and Azacca adding backbone. Generous kettle
additions, copious hop-back additions, and respectful dryhopping lead to a floral boquet of outstanding proportion. Pair with
our Crispy Pork Belly.
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This single malt and single hop brew combines German Pilsner
malt with new age German Mandarina Bavaria hops to create
a wonderfully palatable Double Pilsner. Moderate bitterness
rings with fresh floral and sweet, ripe tangerine notes. Alcohol is
present but smooth in this cold aged, high ABV lager. Pair with our
Brues Alehouse Burger.
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We took a traditional blonde recipe and spruced it up with a
massive grain bill combined with Belgian Brewing techniques.
Remeniscent of the Boneman himself this style is as unique as
they come, with subtle fruit esters and a bone-dry finish. Pair
with our Charcuterie and Cheese Plate.
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This rich, creamy stout brings forth sweet roasted chocolate and
delicate espresso notes. The addition of milk sugar and
oats provide silky mouthfeel for a dessert-like experience. Pair
Manther’s Milk Stout with our Beef Tacos.
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